THE RACE  FOR THE  GUADARRAMA  PASSES
in the rising, and which linked to them all the forces of
law and order in the country. I was fortunate enough
to meet that very day over cofiee, accompanied by half a
dozen of his lieutenants, the head of the Carlist move-
ment, Seiior Fal Conde.
Historically the Carlists are the followers of Don
Carlos who rose in arms just a century ago to try to
impose him as legitimate and absolute monarch in Spain
in the place of his niece Isabel. They were also the
heroes of the second Carlist war of 1875 when, again, they
were beaten after a fight which for bloodshed and bitter
ferocity rivalled the first. Since then the Carlist creed,
which seemed so strangely idealist and out of date in the
twentieth century—a creed of faith, of family traditions,
and of unfailing loyalty to a lost cause—appeared to be
dying out. Carlist songs were still sung in the low-roofed
farmhouse kitchens of Navarre, certain Carlist die-hards
still refused to recognise Alfonso XIII, but it was said
everywhere that their power had gone for ever. The
rigours and the anti-religious laws of the 1931 Republic
had, however, fanned those dying embers, and throughout
Navarre and the centre of Spain the Carlist faith was
burning once more bright and clear. An immense effort
was made by their leaders to secure arms and equipment,
and, knowing that there would be a life and death struggle
against the Reds, Sen or Fal Conde and the other leaders
of the old faith and the century-old party met their rivals
of the Falange and other Spanish political creeds and took
a solemn oath that they would all of them lay aside all
thought of party, and serve only Spain during the period
necessary to loose the strangle-hold of the Reds and
restore religion, law and order throughout the country.
Senor Fal Conde, whom I met at this historic moment
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